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Pool update
From: Suzy Palmer (suzypalmer1@me.com)
Sent: Thu 5/01/14 12:02 PM
To: Ed Delahanty (whshed@live.com); Steve Morrow (stevem@stevemorrow.net); Harry Lynam
(htrain4@gmail.com); Alex and Ranelle Greco (alex@torrvac.com)
Hi guys...
Nate and I are just about ready to leave for Lopez Island for the Model A rally...old cars and old goats. :>))
I am available on my cell phone and I'll have some computer access. Very encouraging report today from
Harry and Alex. Apparently, if there is a leak, it is a slow or small one. We have lost a small amount of
water...could be evaporation because Trina intimidated me into letter her take the cover off. Alex thinks the
heater can be fixed. He was very concerned about the poor job someone did attempting to repair it. Ed, you
should probably talk to Alex or Harry about it...I understand very little. Northwest Spa may be the culprit.
I dropped off the mail for Steve last night so we are caught up here. I will check the mailbox when I get
back on Sunday. Ed, if you are driving please have a safe journey home. We (I) have missed you and
Carol!
So it looks as if we are getting closer to a decision about this summer...I think cost it the main issue; whether
it's for fixing the heater or covering the pool for the summer. We also need to think about getting a Limited
Use Permit.
Call if there is anything.
Suzy
Suzy Palmer
195 Perry Dr.
Coupeville, WA 98239
suzypalmer1@me.com
Cell: (847) 902-4922
Home: (360) 639-6050
Email: suzypalmer1@me.com
The information in this e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed. If you believe this
e-mail was sent to you in error and the e-mail contains confidential medical information, please contact
Suzy Palmer at 847-902-4922 or notify suzypalmer1@me.com for proper handling of this information.
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